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ESSAY

The paper focuses on female devadasi (temple prostitutes) children in north Karnataka state of India and the provision
of support to integrate devadasi girls into.

Present Scenario Negative attitudes towards the Devadasis, the discrimination and the experience within the
family, community and society deny them opportunities, for personal development. However, the parents are
often told that, if the girl is not offered to the goddess the whole family would earn the wroth of the goddess.
During the period from to , Dr. Thus, the dedication is a symbolic "marriage" of the pubescent girl to the
temple's deity. In the Brahminical tradition, marriage is viewed as the only religious initiation diksha
permissible to women. Whatever may have been the case in times gone by, today Devadasi do not live at the
village temple. But she will bow to the deity from outside. The practice would continue as long as the system
was deprived of economic development. The Ankor Borei inscription of Cambodia or ancient Kambuja,
reveals that, seven dancing girls, eleven girl singers and four girl violinists were dedicated to the temple.
Community engagement is indispensable as the devadasi system is profoundly embedded in the civilization of
the community, at the same time attempts have to be made to construct assurance, self esteem, and economic
position among devadasi initiated misss. However, to get down with the paper is planned to run for 4 old ages.
Objective Change of community attitude and patterns toward the davadasi system and the edifice of a
sustainable devadasi free community. She would then perform her ritual and artistic duties in the temple.
Impact Factor JCC : 4. Conceptual model 4. Inscriptions reveal that Nattuvanars were used to teach the Chola
princess, Kuntavai, a thousand years ago. Shankar, J. Article 34 States Parties undertake to assure the boyish
from all forms of animal corruption and animal abuse. At the time of sending the information, 1, Devadasis
were receiving this allowance. Additionally, many are not aware of their full rights. Saletore, R. People
belonging to these communities are so very poor that the immediate family members do not hesitate to
dedicate the girl to the system. Enabling them to affected the acceptable arrangement of adherence of boyish
girls to deities and amalgam them into the absolute amusing arrangement in the association through
association participation. They had two daily rituals. As a result of social changes, Devadasis are left without
their traditional means of support and patronage. As such, Devadasis were misunderstood to be responsible for
this. As women and Dalits, they are already members of the two most exploited groups in India, at dedication
they are degraded further by the stigma of being Devadasi and a woman of disrepute.


